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What is a Fast Radio Burst (FRB)?

• Bright radio pulses detected at Parkes with flux 
densities >1Jy

• Extremely high dispersion measures for objects 
located off the Galactic plane

• Not obviously associated with nearby galaxies
• The InterGalactic Medium contributes strongly to the 

DM (for anything but a host galaxy seen nearly edge-on) 

• DM values between 375 and 1103 pc cm-3 suggest 
these objects are occurring at z≈1
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One example of the 11 known high 
dispersion bursts

energy distribution across the band in FRB 110220
is characterized by bright bands ~100 MHz wide
(Fig. 2); the SNRs are too low in the other three
FRBs to quantify this behavior (2). Similar spec-
tral characteristics are commonly observed in the
emission of high-|b| pulsars.

With four FRBs, it is possible to calculate an
approximate event rate. The high-latitude HTRU
survey region is 24% complete, resulting in 4500
square degrees observed for 270 s. This cor-
responds to an FRB rate ofRFRB!F e 3 Jy ms" #
1:0$0:6

!0:5 % 104sky!1day!1, where the 1-s uncer-
tainty assumes Poissonian statistics. The MW
foreground would reduce this rate, with increased
sky temperature, scattering, and dispersion for
surveys close to the Galactic plane. In the ab-
sence of these conditions, our rate implies that
17$9

!7 , 7
$4
!3 , and 12$6

!5 FRBs should be found in
the completed high- and medium-latitude parts
of the HTRU (1) and Parkes multibeam pulsar
(PMPS) surveys (18).

One candidate FRB with DM > DMMW has
been detected in the PMPS [ jbj < 5! (5, 19)].
This burst could be explained by neutron star
emission, given a small scale-height error;
however, observations have not detected any
repetition. No excess-DM FRBs were detected in
a burst search of the first 23% of the medium-
latitude HTRU survey [jbj < 15! (20)].

The event rate originally suggested for
FRB 010724, R010724 # 225 sky!1 day!1 (4), is
consistent with our event rate given a Euclid-
ean universe and a population with distance-
independent intrinsic luminosities (source
count, NºF!3=2) yielding RFRB !F e 3 Jy ms"
e 102RFRB!F010724 e 150 Jy ms".

There are no known transients detected at
gamma-ray, x-ray, or optical wavelengths or
gravitational wave triggers that can be temporally
associated with any FRBs. In particular there is

Fig. 2. A dynamic spectrum showing the frequency-
dependent delay of FRB 110220. Time is measured relative
to the time of arrival in the highest frequency channel. For clarity
we have integrated 30 time samples, corresponding to the dis-
persion smearing in the lowest frequency channel. (Inset) The
top, middle, and bottom 25-MHz-wide dedispersed subband used
in the pulse-fitting analysis (2); the peaks of the pulses are
aligned to time = 0. The data are shown as solid gray lines and
the best-fit profiles by dashed black lines.

Table 1. Parameters for the four FRBs. The position given is the center of the gain pattern of the beam
in which the FRB was detected (half-power beam width ~ 14 arc min). The UTC corresponds to the arrival
time at 1581.804688MHz. The DM uncertainties depend not only on SNR but also on whether a and b are
assumed (a # !2; no scattering) or fit for; where fitted, a and b are given. The comoving distance was
calculated by using DMHost = 100 cm!3 pc (in the rest frame of the host) and a standard, flat-universe
LCDM cosmology, which describes the expansion of the universe with baryonic and dark matter and dark
energy [H0 = 71 km s!1Mpc!1,WM=0.27,WL =0.73;H0 is the Hubble constant andWM andWL are fractions
of the critical density of matter and dark energy, respectively (29)]. a and b are from a series of fits using
intrinsic pulse widths of 0.87 to 3.5ms; the uncertainties reflect the spread of values obtained (2). The observed
widths are shown; FRBs 110627, 110703, and 120127 are limited by the temporal resolution due to dis-
persion smearing. The energy released is calculated for the observing band in the rest frame of the source (2).

FRB 110220 FRB 110627 FRB 110703 FRB 120127

Beam right
ascension ( J2000)

22h 34m 21h 03m 23h 30m 23h 15m

Beam declination
( J2000)

!12° 24! !44° 44! !02° 52! !18° 25!

Galactic latitude,
b (°)

!54.7 !41.7 !59.0 !66.2

Galactic longitude,
l (°)

+50.8 +355.8 +81.0 +49.2

UTC (dd/mm/yyyy
hh:mm:ss.sss)

20/02/2011
01:55:48.957

27/06/2011
21:33:17.474

03/07/2011
18:59:40.591

27/01/2012
08:11:21.723

DM (cm!3 pc) 944.38 T 0.05 723.0 T 0.3 1103.6 T 0.7 553.3 T 0.3
DME (cm

!3 pc) 910 677 1072 521
Redshift, z (DMHost =

100 cm!3 pc)
0.81 0.61 0.96 0.45

Co-moving distance,
D (Gpc) at z

2.8 2.2 3.2 1.7

Dispersion index, a !2.003 T 0.006 – !2.000 T 0.006 –
Scattering index, b !4.0 T 0.4 – – –
Observed width

at 1.3 GHz, W (ms)
5.6 T 0.1 <1.4 <4.3 <1.1

SNR 49 11 16 11
Minimum peak

flux density Sn(Jy)
1.3 0.4 0.5 0.5

Fluence at 1.3 GHz,
F (Jy ms)

8.0 0.7 1.8 0.6

SnD2 (! 1012 Jy kpc2) 10.2 1.9 5.1 1.4
Energy released, E (J) ~1039 ~1037 ~1038 ~1037
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FRB 110220 as 
reported by Thornton 
et al. 2013

DM = 944 pc cm-3

z~0.8

Pulse width increases 
as ν-4.0, consistent 
with scattering in a 
turbulent plasma



Most of the mass of the 
Warm-Hot Intergalactic 
Medium (WHIM) lies 
within the filaments that 
connect the higher density 
regions.
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Detecting the “Missing” IGM Baryons in the 
low redshift Universe



Detecting IGM baryons

Cen & Ostriker 1999



Ioka 2003

Extragalactic Dispersion

In addition, temporal 
smearing probes the 
IGM on scales down 
to ~ 108m!

Measurement of the 
inner scale of 
turbulence examines 
in situ magnetic 
fields in the IGM  

Can measure in situ 
|B| in turbulent 
regions

Draft version August 5, 2013
Preprint typeset using LATEX style emulateapj v. 08/13/06

TEMPORAL SMEARING OF TRANSIENT RADIO SOURCES BY THE INTERGALACTIC MEDIUM

Jean-Pierre Macquart1,2 and Jun Yi Koay1,3

Draft version August 5, 2013

ABSTRACT

The temporal smearing of impulsive radio events at cosmological redshifts can be used to probe
the properties of the ionized Inter-Galactic Medium (IGM). We generalize the theory of interstellar
scattering to cosmological distances and relate the degree of temporal smearing and the profile of a
scattered source to the evolution of turbulent structure in the IGM as a function of redshift. We make
rough estimates of the degree of scattering expected by analysing the contributions to the Scattering
Measure (SM) of the various components of baryonic matter embedded in the IGM. We estimate the
contributions of the di!use IGM, intervening galaxies and intracluster gas to the SM. This level of
scattering implies that the predicted amount of temporal smearing expected at 300MHz is typically
as low as ! 1 ms and suggests that these bursts may be detectable with low frequency widefield
arrays. A generalization of the DM-SM relation observed in Galactic scattering to the densities and
turbulent conditions relevant to the IGM suggests that scattering measures of order 10!6 kpc m!20/3

would be expected at z ! 1. This scattering is su"ciently low that its e!ects would, for most lines of
sight, not be manifest in existing observations of the scattering broadening in images of extragalactic
compact sources. The redshift dependence of the temporal smearing may be used to discriminate
between scattering that occurs in the host galaxy of the burst and the IGM, with !host " (1 + z)!3 if
the scattering probes length scales below the inner scale of the turbulence or !host " (1 + z)!17/5 if
the turbulence follows a Kolmogorov spectrum. This di!ers strongly from the expected IGM scaling
!IGM ! z2 for z ! 1 and (1 + z)0.2!0.5 for z " 1.

Subject headings: plasmas — scattering — waves — radiation mechanisms: nonthermal

1. INTRODUCTION

There have been seven recent detections of transient
radio bursts whose dispersion measures (DMs) are so
large that their emission has been suggested to originate
at cosmological distances (Lorimer et al. 2007; Keane et
al. 2010; Thornton et al. 2013). A substantial fraction of
the DMs of these bursts are attributed to baryons in the
di!use Inter-Galactic Medium, heralding the possibility
of probing the entire baryonic content of the Universe
out to which these bursts can be detected. Measurement
of the dispersion delay as a function of frequency enables
direct measurement of the total electron column along
the line of sight, and for z " 0.2 the contribution of the
IGM is expected to dominate the total DM of objects
viewed through lines of sight o! the Galactic plane (Ioka
2003; Inoue 2004).

The existence of such bright, short-duration transients
makes it possible to probe the ionized IGM at cosmolog-
ical distances in exquisite detail. Impulsive extragalactic
radio bursts o!er the prospect of measuring the turbulent
properties of the Inter-Galactic Medium (IGM). Turbu-
lent plasma along the line of sight can scatter the radia-
tion, which alters the temporal profile of the burst as it
propagates through intergalactic plasma. The e!ect of
temporal smearing caused by scattering potentially re-
veals information on the IGM on exquisitely fine scales,
down to lengths as small as ! 1010 m. Temporal smear-

1 ICRAR/Curtin University, Curtin Institute of Radio Astron-
omy, Perth WA 6845, Australia J.Macquart@curtin.edu.au

2 ARC Centre of Excellence for All-Sky Astrophysics (CAAS-
TRO)

3 Department of Internet Engineering and Computer Science,
Universiti Tunku Abdul Rahman, Setapak, KL 53300, Malaysia

ing arises due to multipath propagation as the radiation
travels through inhomogeneities in the turbulent plasma.
Radiation scattered back into the line of sight is delayed
relative to radiation that arrives along the direct line
of sight to a source, with the amount of radiation scat-
tered depending on the typical angle through which it is
scattered. This angle, and hence the amount of delayed
radiation, increases with the strength of the scattering.
Thus both the apparent angular diameter and the tem-
poral profile of a compact transient source depend on
the amount and distribution of turbulent intergalactic
plasma along the line of sight.

There is strong evidence that the radiation from these
extragalactic bursts is subject to scattering at intergalac-
tic distances. In two out of the seven reported cases
the burst duration increases sharply with wavelength
across the observing band, scaling as "4.0±0.4 (Lorimer et
al. 2007; Thornton et al. 2013). This scaling is character-
istic of radiation subject to temporal broadening caused
by turbulent plasma. The reported smearing times are
of order milliseconds, much larger than the microsecond
timescales expected of temporal smearing expected due
to the turbulence in our own Galaxy along the lines of
sight on which these bursts are observed. The expected
smearing time of the Lorimer burst, if due to Galactic
scattering alone, is ! 0.5 µs, far smaller than the ob-
served width of ! 5 ms. This raises the prospect that
radiation from these bursts contains information on tur-
bulence in the ionized IGM and even in the host galaxy.

There are two main reasons to compute the e!ect
of temporal smearing due to the IGM. Firstly, it af-
fects searches for short-duration transients at su"ciently
low frequency. The steep scale of the temporal smear-



Whodunit?   ASKAP the detective

• Position poorly localised

• Verification difficult with single 
antenna

• Long baselines used to veto 
local RFI

• Large FoV needed to detect 
even relatively common 
events (e.g. GRBs  ~1 
sky-1day-1)

The SDSS field near FRB110703: 
which galaxy in this field hosted the 
event? 
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Field of View and Sensitivity @ 1.4GHz
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ASKAP-12 can do Gruber prize winning 
science

• A low-sensitivity ASKAP does not have the survey speed 
of many other telescopes (e.g. JVLA)

• Transients are one area where sensitivity is far less 
important
– For a conventional survey, speed ~ FoV x (Aeff/Tsys)2

– Transients detection rate ~ FoV x (Aeff/Tsys)d, d<3/2
• FRB rate is 10000-4000+6000 sky-1day-1 above ~1 Jy ms at 

1.4 GHz (actual luminosity function unknown - extrapolation to brighter/
fainter is difficult but largely unnecessary)

• ASKAP’s FoV will net 7-3+4 such events day-1!
• Map the cosmic web and measure every baryon between 

the burst and us!!!
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ASKAP - what do we need?
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Fig. 1. A block diagram showing the main ASKAP signal flow and the mechanism for providing dynamic spectra to a commensal (piggy-back) user. For
the primary user, signals flow from left to right, from the phased array feed and out through the correlator. Coloured lines show the secondary users’ signal
flow, which taps off the primary user’s signal at the output of the beamformer. Monitor/control interfaces are not shown.

remain uncombined. In-depth discussions of these methods
and their suitability to ASKAP, SKA and other interferometric
telescopes are presented in [22] and [23].

For the Tardis system, we have chosen to combine antenna
beams incoherently, and the rationale for this choice is outlined
in the following discussion. Table I summarizes the trade-offs
between FoV and sensitivity2 for various antenna combining
modes for high-time-resolution observations using ASKAP. In
this table, S0 refers to the minimum source flux density that
can be detected by searching an antenna beam, !0 refers to
the FoV (solid angle) of an antenna beam, Bant represents the
number of antenna beams, and Nant represents the number of
antennas. Note that S0, !0 and Bant depend on the observation
frequency.

TABLE I
FOV AND SENSITIVITY FOR VARIOUS ASKAP ANTENNA COMBINATIONS

Combination FoV Min. Detectable Flux
mode (!combined) Density (Scombined)

Coherent combination of all Bant !0
250,000

S0
3636 antennas (6 km diam.)

Coherent combination of inner Bant !0
28,000

S0
28core of 28 antennas (2 km diam.)

Incoherent combination
Bant !0

S0
6of all 36 antennas

No antenna combination
Nant Bant !0 S0(fly’s eye mode)

2Telescope sensitivity is measured in terms of the minimum flux density that
the telescope can detect. Higher sensitivity implies lower minimum detectable
flux density, and vice versa.

Coherent combining modes offer the greatest sensitivity, but
at significant cost in terms of processing and/or FoV. Array
beams, formed by coherently combining antenna beams across
the array, improve sensitivity in proportion to the number of
combined antenna beams. However, the array beams are also
much narrower, their FoV being inversely proportional to the
square of the maximum distance between combined antennas
(i.e., the “base-line”). Beamforming across all 36 antennas, for
example, would produce array beams that are 36 times more
sensitive than the antenna beams, but !250,000 more array
beams would need to be formed and searched in order to cover
the same FoV. Realistically, only a very small fraction of this
number would be computationally feasible in real time with
today’s technology. With less processing, significantly larger
FoV may be achieved by beamforming only the 28 antennas
located within the central 2-km diameter core of the array with
relatively little loss in sensitivity.3

At the other extreme, fly’s eye observing modes offer
greatest FoV with least sensitivity. This is the only option
available to a commensal fast transients detection instrument,
such as Tardis, if the primary observer chooses to observe in
this mode. Achieving the maximum FoV noted in the table
requires searching all beams of all antennas separately (i.e.,
up to a total of Nant Bant = 1,296 beams). An important
disadvantage with this observing mode is that there is no
possibility of using the array to localize the source of a
potentially interesting signal; the angular resolution is limited
to the angular width of an antenna beam, which for ASKAP
can be a few orders of magnitude coarser than what can be

3Based on initial ASKAP array configuration [20].

1ms total powers not available until 2nd 
generation beamformers are installed



We Have The Technology
CRAFT-related initiatives & spinoffs

• V-FASTR (Curtin in collaboration with JPL, NRAO and ASTRON)

– Full-time commensal VLBA detection system
• MWA high time resolution box

– Application to widefield, low frequency detection 
• Dedispersion and detection algorithms

– Collaboration with machine learning group at JPL
• Event rate formalism

– Survey strategy (Macquart 2011)
– Sophisticated formalism for determining event rates (Trott et 

al. 2012)
– SKA systems design (Colegate & Clarke 2012)
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V-FASTR - incoherent power search 
with coherent followup on the VLBA

12

• ICRAR-Curtin/JPL/NRAO/
ASTRON

– [incoherent] DiFX software 
correlator pipes 1ms 
telescope powers to a 
dedispersion/search engine

– [coherent] Candidates 
identified and 1s sections of 
baseband data on 
candidates dumped

– Telescope separation - excellent 
signal localisation & false +ve 
rejection

– Proving ground for new 
approaches: JPL machine learning 
algorithms, FPGA-based 
dedispersion hardware

– 17 –

Fig. 3.— Event rate constraint curve for the 20 cm receiver of V-FASTR, using the probability

framework and the new detection metric (!Sactual

!
W ). Also plotted are the event rates for the

Lorimer et al. (2007) (asterisk) and Keane et al. (2011) (plus) experiments, incorporating loss in

detection performance due to dispersive temporal smearing.

Lorimer event

Keane event

Event rate constraint curve for the 20cm receiver of 
V-FASTR:

V-FASTR should soon detect and localize an FRB! 



In summary: CRAFT successes
• ICRAR/Curtin keen to expand its Time Domain science effort
• Good successes with trailblazer instruments (in collaboration 

with JPL and NRAO & ASTRON)
– V-FASTR
– TARDIS (NASA Goldstone antenna & MWA high time resolution 

instrumentation)

• Good success from science investigation
– Event rate formalism

• Major contribution to SKA Time Domain planning
– LFAA “unexpected” capability - influence on frequency 

range, array topology
– Dishes - effective low-cost instruments
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CRAFT’s scope has necessarily 
broadened

• ASKAP delays
– CRAFT’s ASKAP-related instrumentation program on backburner, 

at ASKAP request
– Strong CRAFT effort to highlight early ASKAP science potential
– CRAFT manpower offer (Digital Systems engineer)
– Highlighted key role of Time Domain science in instrument 

commissioning (as demonstrated for LOFAR & MWA)

• Possible contribution from ICRAR-2
– trailblazers are priority for next 1.5 years
– possible continuing contribution to ASKAP

14
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Questions...

• What unique discovery space can be explored with ASKAP-12?
– Systematic localization of FRBs and use of transients as a precision 

cosmological probe
• What are the min requirements?

– Access to PAF beamformers
• What science topics could be tackled with a few hours of observing time?

– Detection of baryons in the cosmic web
• What could be achieved with a longer survey?

– Detection of the structure of the cosmic web
• Are there short observations that can tackle a number of different topics 

simultaneously? & What is the potential for commensal science?
– The observations are fully commensal

• How does ASKAP-12 compare with existing telescopes?
– ASKAP’s FoV is crucial, but low sensitivity much less of an issue

• What is the likely scientific impact of the observations?
– Ultra-high impact.  Nobel prize?
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Questions...

• Are the observations high- or low-risk in terms of implementation?
– High-risk at face value, but ICRAR/Curtin has already retired much of this 

risk
• What the the minimum requirements with respect to observing time?

– Roughly 6 hours to net a detection
• Do the observations have advanced data processing, imaging or calibration 

requirements?
– Advanced data processing: but all requirements are met at our end and 

have been tested by CRAFT trailblazer instrumentation
• Are there any requirements different from those of the ASKAP SSPs or 

intended specs or deliverables?
– No, but not envisaged for ASKAP-12.  But maybe it should be.
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